
Quorum onQ®

Virtual Appliance (vApp)

Quorum® onQ® is the global leader in unified recovery, providing everything you need for immediate 
recovery of your critical systems after any storage, system or site failure. It does this by automatically 
maintaining up-to-date, ready-to-run virtual machine clones of your physical and virtual servers stored 
on a dedicated appliance, transparently taking over for failed servers within minutes. 

One click recovery to any point in time, automated recovery testing and data archiving from a single 
scalable product are 3 of the features that set us apart from the competition.

With the Quorum Hybrid Cloud solution, we get an onsite appliance for high 
availability, plus instant recovery via the cloud. We like that Quorum operates the 

DR site, since it minimizes management of a DR site for us and is much more 
cost-effective than if we had to maintain it ourselves.

Randy Mateo – IT Manager,  
California Bankers Association

“
“

Integrates seamlessly  
into your VMWare environment 
onQ vApp ships as a virtual machine and installs in 
minutes to begin protecting your physical and virtual 
servers. onQ vApp will: run on your own hardware, offer 
the same unified protection solution as PBBA onQ, install 
quickly to protect your systems the same day — and it’s 
easy to add Remote/DRaaS protection at any time. 

onQ vApp can be configured to manage and protect  
your environment in several different ways:
• onQ vApp can run locally to provide high availability for 

physical & virtual servers and data. In the event of a 
failure, 1-click in the onQ management console starts 
a virtual clone that takes over the production workload, 
providing failover capability to ensure your users and 
applications keep running.

• For Disaster Recovery: a local vApp instance 
configured for HA, can dedupe, compress and 
encrypt data before sending to a second vApp 
configured for DR at a remote site. In the event  
that the local site goes down, the same 1-click in  
the management console will start the remote 
virtual server, providing seamless failover

• For Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS) the 
local HA vApp dedupes, compresses and encrypts 
updates which is sends to the Quorum cloud. 
The Quorum cloud satisfies HIPAA, PCI and SOC2 
compliance and provides an offsite, remote DR 
capability for those customers who don’t have their 
own secure remote facility.

vApp
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Easy to install, easy to use, quick to recover 
onQ vApp can be installed in minutes and can be protecting your environment in hours.  
Our simplified browser based management console means you don’t have complicated 
software to install. Server enrollment is fast and easy, and our automated testing means 
that after every backup, onQ confirms that the clone copy will start up and be usable in the 
case of a failure. If there is a problem, the onQ vApp management console makes it easy  
to identity and remedy the situation.

ABOUT QUORUM   

Quorum enables IT teams to provide business continuity and the fastest recovery from server downtime 
in the industry.  Our onQ product was first introduced in 2010 and has evolved into a powerful platform 
delivering backup, one-click instant recovery, deduplication, replication, automated recovery testing and 
extensible archiving, all delivered as a hardware appliance, virtual machine or as cloud based disaster 
recovery as a service (DRaaS). 
 
With offices in the US and the UK serving customers worldwide, businesses of all sizes like the easy 
installation, flexible deployment options and fast recovery time. To learn more, visit us at www.quorum.com 
or follow us on twitter @quorumlabs

Heat map 
Brings any issues to the  
top for quick resolution

Server cards 
Fully manage all aspects of 
your protected server from 
a single card. From backup 
config changes to local and 
remote testing. It’s all done  
on the card.

Workload tagging 
Identify your critical 
workloads and tag them. 
Tagging allows you to 
quickly recovery all servers 
dependent on one another. 

CONSOLE FEATURES


